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Abstract 
Well organized systems such as network servers, file servers, cloud computing etc. is now under the attack from network 
attackers. DOS attack is the one of the most usual and aggressive to computing systems. In this scheme we propose a procedure 
called A novel frame work for detection of denial of service attacks based on multivariate correlation analysis to detect an exact 
traffic flow classification by extracting the geometrical correlation between known and unknown attacks. This system includes 
anomaly detection scheme for the detection of known and unknown Dos. Additionally Triangle Area Based approach is used to 
speed up the process of Multivariate Correlation Analysis (MCA). Proposed system can be evaluated by using KDD cup dataset. 
Keywords: Denial of service attack, network characterization, multivariate correlation, triangle area. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Denials of service (DoS) attacks have become a major threat to current computer networks. Early DoS 
attacks were technical games played among underground attackers. For example, an attacker might want to get 
control of an IRC channel via performing DoS attacks against the channel owner. Attackers could get recognition in 
the underground community via taking down popular web sites. Because easy to use DoS tools, such as Trinoo 
(Dittrich 1999), can be easily downloaded from the Internet, normal computer users can become DoS attackers as 
well. They sometime coordinately expressed their views via launching DoS attacks against organizations whose 
policies they disagreed with. DoS attacks also appeared in illegal actions. Companies might use DoS attacks to 
knock off their competitors in the market. Extortion via DoS attacks were on rise in the past years (Pappalardo et al. 
2005). Attackers threatened online businesses with DoS attacks and requested payments for protection. Generally, 
network based detection systems can be classified into two main categories, namely misuse based detection systems 
[1] and anomaly based detection systems [2]. Misuse based detection systems detect attacks by monitoring network 
activities and looking for matches with the existing attack signatures. In spite of having high detection rates to 
known attacks and low false positive rates, misuse based detection systems are easily evaded by any new attacks and 
even variants of the existing attacks. Furthermore, it is a complicated and labor intensive task to keep signature 
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database updated because signature generation is a manual process and heavily involves network security expertise. 
Research community, therefore, started to explore a way to achieve novelty tolerant detection systems and 
developed a more advanced concept, namely anomaly based detection. Owing to the principle of detection, which 
monitors and flags any network activities presenting significant deviation from legitimate traffic profiles as 
suspicious objects, anomaly based detection techniques show more promising in detecting zero day intrusions that 
exploit previous unknown system vulnerabilities [3]. Moreover, it is not constrained by the expertise in network 
security, due to the fact that the profiles of legitimate behaviors are developed based on techniques, such as data 
mining [4], [5], machine learning [6], [7] and statistical analysis [8], [9]. However, these proposed systems 
commonly suffer from high false positive rates because the correlations between features/attributes are intrinsically 
neglected [10] or the techniques do not manage to fully exploit these correlations. Recent studies have focused on 
feature correlation analysis. Yu et al. [11] proposed an algorithm to discriminate DDoS attacks from flash crowds by 
analyzing the flow correlation coefficient among suspicious flows. A covariance matrix based approach was 
designed in [12] to mine the multivariate correlation for sequential samples. Although the approach improves 
detection accuracy, it is vulnerable to attacks that linearly change all monitored features. In addition, this approach 
can only label an entire group of observed samples as legitimate or attack traffic but not the individuals in the group. 
To deal with the above problems, an approach based on triangle area was presented in [13] to generate better 
discriminative features. The DoS attack detection system presented in this paper employs the principles of MCA and 
anomaly based detection. They equip our detection system with capabilities of accurate characterization for traffic 
behaviors and detection of known and unknown attacks respectively. A triangle area technique is developed to 
enhance and to speed up the process of MCA. Proposed system use a novel trace back method for DoS attacks that 
is based on MCA between normal and DoS attack traffic, which is fundamentally different from commonly used 
packet marking techniques. This method is used to identify the attackers efficiently and supports a large scalability. 
Furthermore, a triangle area based technique is used to enhance and to speed up the process of MCA. This method is 
applied to block the attackers in a wide area of network which was much efficient and protect the data from the 
attackers. 

 

2. RELATED TECHNIQUES 

There are number of techniques to overcome the Dos attack. The list are followed  

1. Covariance Matrix: method to find the correlation between sequential samples we go for this approach. This 
approach improves detection accuracy, and it is in danger to attacks that linearly change all monitored features. This 
approach can only label a group of observed samples or traffics but not individual in the group. 

2. Euclidean Distance Map: The Euclidean Distance Map releases the analysis of correlation from the 
dependency on prior knowledge of historic network traffic. This EDM solves the issues of linear changes of all 
observed featured. These MCA based EDM can be high quality potential features for Dos attack detection. C. 
Emergent Self Organizing Map It classifies “normal” traffic against “abnormal” traffic in the sense of Dos attack. Its 
main advantage lies in the fact that the emergent SOM’s extend the abilities of simple Self Organizing Map 
(KSOM’s) by developing high level structures. 

 

3. RELATED WORKS 

Many system and techniques are used to detect the Dos attack efficiently. Garcia describes by using 
Gaussian mixture model, they find the irregular packets in the network to identify the intrusion discovery in the 
system. Vern Paxson developed a system called “Bro” a system for finding a network attacker in real time. It is a 
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standalone system, which emphasizes high speed monitoring, real time, clear separation to achieve this Bro system. 
Yu chin explain, the idea is to detect the abrupt traffic changes across multiple networks domain. Chin developed a 
architecture called Distributed Change Point Detection (DCD) using Change Aggregation Tree (CAT), it is suitable 
for efficient implementation and it is operated by ISP. To resolve this issue, a secure infrastructure protocol is 
developed to establish the mutual trust or consensus. Chin – Fong Tsai & Chi – Ting Lin tells a new method to 
detect the dos attack called “Triangle Area Based Nearest Approach”.  

 

Specifically, the k means is used to extract the clusters center where each one represents a one particular 
attack. The kNN classifier is used to detect intrusion. By using this approach we improve in terms of accuracy, 
detection state, and false detection rate. Theerasak explain about Dos attack is carried out by attack tools like worms, 
botnet and also the various forms of attacks packets to beat the defense system, so they propose a technique called 
“Behavior based Detection ” that can discriminate Dos attack traffic from real method. The above method is 
comparable detection method; it can extract the repeatable features of packets arrival. The Behavior Based Detection 
can differentiate traffic of an attack sources from legitimate traffic work with a quick response. The resulting 
performance so far is good enough to protect the server from crashing during a Dos attack.  

 

4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The proposed Dos detection system architecture is given in this section,. In this we discussed about 
framework and sample – by sample detection.  

A. Framework: The framework consists of three steps  

Step 1: Monitoring and analyzing network to reduce the malicious activities only on relevant inbound traffic. To 
provide a best protection for a targeted internal network.  

Step 2: In this step to extract the correlation between two distinct features within each traffic record. The distinct 
features are come from step 1 or “feature normalization module”. All the extracted correlation are stored in a place 
called “Triangle area Map”(TAM), are then used to replace the original records or normalized feature record to 
represent the traffic record. Its differentiate between legitimate and illegitimate traffic records. In  

Step 3: The anomaly based detection mechanism is adopted in decision making. Decision making involves two 

phases Training phase•  Test phase• Normal profile generation is work in “Training phase” to generate a profile for 
individual traffic record and the generated normal profile are stored in a database. In test phase “tested profile 
generation” are used to build profiles for individual observed traffic records. Then at last the tested profiles are 
handed over to “Attack Detection” it compares tested profile with stored normal profiles. This module distinguishes 
the Dos attack from legitimate traffic.  

B. Sample by Sample Detection The group based detection technique maintained a high probability in 
classifying a group of sequential network traffic samples than the sample by sample detection mechanism. This 
proof was based on assumption that the samples in a tested groups are belongs to same distribution. It is difficult to 
predicate the traffic, which are belongs to same group. To overcome the above problem we can classifying the group 
individually .This benefits are not found in group based mechanisms. In our process, we have to monitor the client 
data, which are sent to the receiver with a certain path. After the intruder affects the current data, there is no use of 
reports. So here, we trace back the path of every data. Tracing the path of the data from one end to another end helps 
to find path deviations. All the data transactions and intruder information are forward to the administrator. The 
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administrator can able to make the denial of service of the intruder from the reports module. Proposed work 
facilitates the detection of any DoS attacks without requiring any attack relevant knowledge. Furthermore, the labor
intensive attack analysis and the frequent update of the attac
detection are avoided. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Conclusion: 

In this way we have studied the existing approaches for detecting denial of service attack in distributed 
system. The multivariate correlation analysis based denial of service attack finding system which is powered by a 
triangle area based MCA technique an
correlation hidden in single pairs of two distinct features within the every record of network traffic and offers more 
correct characterization for behaviors of network traffic. The 
differentiate both unknown and known denial of service attacks from proper network traffic. Disadvantage of this 
techniques are Time complexity more, also Results are not taken on real time dataset and 
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Figure 4.b Sample by Sample Detection 
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